Crockstead Fields Welcome Document
Hello from all the team here at Crockstead Fields! We are incredibly excited to welcome you to
the site this summer for what will no doubt be an amazing weekend in the countryside!
In this welcome document, you will find lots of handy information as well as a few site guidelines
to keep everyone safe and well throughout your stay.
If you have any further questions or would like to speak to a member of the team directly, you
can contact us on hello@crocksteadfields.co.uk
Finding Us
Our Address - Crockstead Fields Eastbourne Rd, Halland BN8 6PT
Google Map location https://www.google.com/maps/place/Crockstead+Fields/@50.9411689,0.1250282,15z/data=!4m
5!3m4!1s0x0:0x1fff03783d5ac8d!8m2!3d50.9411689!4d0.1250282
Upon Arrival
As you turn off the A22 into Crockstead Farm, our car park is immediately on the left hand side
and clearly signposted for you. We kindly ask all guests to unpack their cars and walk down to
the site (roughly 5 mins). Unfortunately we cannot allow cars to drive down the pathways to
unload. Disabled access can of course be arranged with prior warning.
Pitching Up
If you have booked a Bell Tent via one of our trusted suppliers, your tent will be already set up
and clearly numbered as per your booking.

If you are bringing your own tent you may pitch up anywhere within the camping field which is
located behind the wedding pagoda.
If you have yet to book a Bell Tent and would like to make a last minute reservation, we suggest
speaking to David at Beau & Bell.
Beau and Bell - https://beauandbell.co.uk/
Email - david@beauandbell.co.uk
Campervans
We have limited space for campervans in the camping field and spaces must be reserved in
advance by contacting henry@crocksteadfields.co.uk
We regret that once spaces are fully reserved we cannot accept more vehicles in the field.
When driving onto the venue please ensure that you stick to the path to the left of the field (that
will take you up and over to the camping field) and do not drive through the wedding field as tire
marks ruin the grass.
Please also note, we have no electrical hook-ups available in the camping field.
Taxis
If you are not staying with us on site, please be advised that taxis must be booked in advance.
Uber does not service our area and local drivers work solely on a pre-booked basis. We suggest
calling during the week before your stay, so you have nothing to worry about on the day!
Lewes County Cars have always provided a reliable service for us - 01273 474 444
Please note, due to lack of light on the pathways to the field late at night, we do permit taxis to
drive down to the field but they are informed not to cross the bridge into the event space. Please
try to remember what time your taxi was booked for (easy to forget after a couple of drinks!) and
meet your taxi at the bridge.
For elderly and disabled guests, arrangements can be made but please speak to a member of
the team early on the day or contact hello@crocksteadfields.co.uk in advance and we can let
security know.
If meeting your Taxi in the top car park is essential, we ask all guests to respect our neighbors
and keep noise to a minimum when walking up the path after hours. Due to the rural
surroundings of our site the pathways become very dark at night and there is some uneven
ground, so please be careful.

Packing Down
We kindly ask all guests to be responsible for their own rubbish in the camping field and use the
bins provided. We are an Eco-venue and we have a motto that ‘the only thing left behind should
be footprints and memories.’
Leaving Site
We kindly request all guests to have a vacated site by 3pm on Sunday.

Crockstead Fields Kit List
Please find below a handy checklist to ensure you turn up to Crockstead Fields without
forgetting a thing!
Tent
Bedding / sleeping bag
Warm clothes for the evenings and early mornings
Suntan lotion
Torch / head torch - we have safety lighting for the evenings but the campsite and paths
become very dark at night as we have little light pollution.
Reusable bottle for drinking water (there is a water tap in the campsite)
Appropriate footwear
Rain jacket
Sunglasses
Snacks
ID (we operate challenge 25)
Bank cards
Cash (just incase the card machines lose signal - we are in the countryside and
sometimes it happens!)

Safety Guidelines
To ensure the safety and wellbeing of all guests at Crockstead Fields, we kindly ask you take
note of the following site guidelines;

1. Crockstead Fields is situated on a working farm and we regret that, apart from registered
guide dogs, no animals are permitted on site during your stay.
2. Glass is not permitted anywhere on site, please decant all drinks into plastic/paper cups
where required.
3. Whilst we have made every effort to ensure the safety of the site, Crockstead Fields is
situated on a working farm and therefore guests are only allowed within the boundaries
of the main event field and the adjoined camping field. Please do not allow children to
play on the pathways between fields as they are frequently used by other vehicles.
4. Crockstead Fields is situated in open countryside and the main field is surrounded by a
river, please do not allow children to play unsupervised at any time.
5. Fireworks or Chinese lanterns are not permitted at any time.
6. Please do not touch or feed the horses on site – they might bite or become unwell.
7. Please be considerate of our neighbours – no loud music is permitted at any time in the
campsite and noise should be kept to a minimum when entering and leaving the
grounds.
8. Only guests staying in the Yurts should use their accompanying facilities.
9. Guests are responsible for all rubbish on site, please ensure you leave plenty of time to
clear the field before departing at 15:00. Bins are provided throughout the venue.

